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T H E QUESTION OF INTENSIVE MAGNITUDES 

ACCORDING TO SOME JESUITS 

IN THE SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES 

The Problem of Intensification in Antiquity 
and the Middle Ages 

The problem of the intensification and remission of qualities was a 
crux for philosophical, theological, and scientific thought in the Middle 
Ages.1 It was raised in Antiquity with this remark of Aristotle: some 
qualities, as accidental beings, admit the more and the less. 2 Admitting 
more and less is not a trivial property, since it belongs neither to every 
category of being (for instance not to substance or quantity3), nor to every 
quality (it does not apply to geometrical figures, for instance). Rather it 
applies only to states and dispositions such as virtue, to affections of 
bodies such as heat and sweetness, and to affections of soul such as anger. 
However, the property of admitting more and less was a matter of impor
tance for the qualitative physics that had reigned up to about the time of 
Descartes, a physics which was concerned with concepts such as heat, 
coldness, lightness, heaviness, and so on. 

More precisely, these qualities are such that more or less of them can 
be attributed to a subject (we can say that some water is more hot or less 
hot). We may be comparing one thing with another, or a thing with itself 
at two different moments. In the latter case, we shall say that there is in
tensification or remission of its quality. It is important to note that this 
phenomenon is considered to be happening to the same part or parts of the 
subject.4 We can for instance exclude the case of propagated heat, which 
spreads from an extremity of a subject to cold parts of the same subject. 
Spatial extension, related to the category of quantity, is only accidental 
when it pertains to a quality.5 For Aristotle, intensification is solely a re-
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inforcement of a quality in the same place, with the reinforcement not 
spreading into parts which do not yet possess it. It is a kind of alteration,6 

which nevertheless leads neither to a corruption of the subject,7 nor to a 
mutation of the quality into its opposite.8 It takes place within a zone of 
indétermination, in which the quality can stay in the subject, and the 
intensity can vary. 

With regard to this variation of intensity, Aristotle left one question 
unsolved. We can see that a white color can be more intense or less intense 
in a thing, but this variation of intensity is not so clear for qualities such 
as justice or health: they always seem to remain identical to themselves, 
the variation depending only on the subjects which receive them. Justice 
in itself cannot be more or less just, but one individual can be more just 
than another. Aristotle's commentators in late Antiquity systematically 
examined the following problem, a problem raised in Chapter 8 of the 
Categories: does intensification occur in the form itself, or in the subject? 
Equivalently we can ask: has each form an absolutely determinate and 
unvarying nature (so that variation only depends on the subject), or do 
some forms have in their nature a certain "latitude" (so that they can be in 
themselves realized to a greater or lesser degree? 

Medieval thinkers knew something of the Aristotelian commentary 
tradition (principally Porphyrius via Boethius, and since 1268 Simplicius, 
both on the Categories), and treated intensification in their works on the 
Categories, the Physics and De Generatione. But, for them, it was not 
only a philosophical problem: it was also theological. Thus Peter 
Lombard, in his Sentences (1. I, d. 17, 2), asked whether charity can be 
augmented. The problem for him derived from the fact that, in Augustin-
ian manner, he identified charity in the human soul with the Holy Spirit 
itself (d.14, 2). It was then difficult for him to give an account of the fact 
that this man is more charitable than that one, or generally speaking, that 
charity admits of variation. Most of the scholastics did not follow 
Lombard on this point: for them, charity is a created habitus, an acciden
tal form in the human soul. But the question remained: how does charity 
increase or decrease? A reason for the persistence in raising this question 
was that charity, as an accidental form, is a quality, and therefore is subject 
to the same analysis as the other forms which are capable of intensifica
tion.9 Indeed, the problem of charity was discussed with examples borrowed 
from physical phenomena, and with the same arguments that are found in 



commentaries on the Categories and on Aristotle's natural philosophy. 
Thomas Aquinas, for instance, explicitly states that "increase in charity is 
similar to increase in natural qualities."1 0 

The theological problem raised by Peter Lombard had a special 
influence: it introduced the idea of augmentation. Prompted by Augustine's 
remark: "caritas meretur augeri,"11 Medievals formulated the question as: 
"whether charity could be augmented?" (utrum caritas possit augeri). 
Doubtless, the terms augmentation and to augment (augmentum and 
augere) as well as diminution and to decrease (diminutio and minuere) 
were originally employed, especially by Boethius, in reference to 
qualities as well as quantities, and they still had the same sense in the 
twelfth century.1 2 Augustine resorted to the notion of "quantity of virtue 
or potency" (quantitas virtutis, or potentiae) in opposition to "quantity of 
dimension or bulk" (quantitas dimensionis or molis)—a distinction he 
borrowed from Neoplatonism,1 3 and which led to a concept of purely 
qualitative intensive magnitude: "to be bigger and to be better are one and 
the same" (idem est esse maius quod melius).14 But later, in the thirteenth 
century, the word "augmentation" was interpreted as standing for the Aris
totelian concept of auxesis. This represents a deep transformation of the 
problem. For Aristotle, there is a strict separation between quality and 
quantity; consequently the corresponding motions—alteration and aug
mentation—are quite different. Augmentation (or diminution) can only 
occur where parts can be distinguished and subsequently added (or sub
tracted)1 5—in other words: where there is divisibility, and then quantity.1 6 

Alteration can happen without quantitative change, and augmentation 
without qualitative change. 1 7 As we have seen, for Aristotle that sort of 
change which is a matter of something's becoming more so or less so, 
occurs in qualities, not in quantities. It is a kind of alteration, and has 
nothing to do with augmentation and diminution. On his purely qualita
tive account, the more and the less depend only on the preponderance of 
a quality over its opposite, an idea formulable in terms of act and potency: 
the more its contrary is in potency,1 8 the more the quality is actualized.1 9 

But this solution could not be accepted in the Middle Ages, especial
ly not by theologians: charity, as a divine gift, has no contrary (though, the 
same objection was raised about a natural phenomenon: namely light, 
obscurity being only a privation).2 0 An alternative to this purely qualita
tive analysis could be explored analogously with increases in quantities, 



literally understanding "augmentation" and "to augment" in the strict 
sense of auxesis, with the help of the revised notion of quantity of power. 
Although such a magnitude is neither quantifiable nor countable (since it 
is not properly a quantity), the process of augmentation was made to 
apply. Augmentation consists in addition, as Aristotle had said: "increase 
is an adjunction of a preexisting quantity."21 It can be imagined, then, that 
intensification is produced by the same formal mechanism as augmenta
tion: an addition of something to something. However, intensification will 
be an addition without quantities: an addition of parts of a quality.2 2 This 
of course presupposes that quality can be divided into parts or degrees. 

The point at stake, therefore, was the following: a form is not neces
sarily a perfectly determined invariant structure, characterized by simplicity. 
For Aristotle, however, forms are like numbers: 2 3 something cannot be 
added to or subtracted from them without changing their specific nature, 
just as a number is not a mere collection of unities, but a species per se. 
But some Medieval thinkers were of the opinion that at least some forms 
do have an intrinsic indetermination or latitude, so that additive or sub-
tractive operations on parts can take place in them. These operations would 
not lead to a change of species, which would be a corruption. 

In the thirteenth century, the pure theory of addition was mainly 
defended by Franciscans. For them, every quality whose intensity is increased 
acquires something new that it did not possess before. A distinct reality is 
added to the quality's preexisting degree, thereby creating a new unity 
("in being added [to a thing] it is united [with it] and in being united [with 
it] it is added [to it]" 2 4). Their view was developed by the so-called Oxford 
Calculatores in the fourteenth century, and finally triumphed everywhere, 
and in particular, as we shall see, among the Jesuits of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. 

The main opposition to this view came, in the thirteenth century, 
from Thomas Aquinas. Thomas says that he cannot understand how charity 
(the reasoning would be the same for any other quality) could be augmented 
"by addition of charity to charity."2 5 For in the operation of addition, a 
distinct thing is added to another, and a distinction is either specific or 
numerical. But two cases of charity do not differ in their essence, and 
numerical difference depends exclusively on the diversity of the subjects 
in which accidents inhere. Thus a quality is added to a quality only when 
a subject is added to a subject, and this is not the case here, where we are 



talking about increasing charity in a single and unique soul. This argument 
against the additive theory will be tirelessly adduced by early Thomists 
and applied to all qualities and subjects. The additive theory, Thomas 
continues, proceeds from a "false image," which confuses augmentation 
of qualities with augmentation of bodies. In the latter, quantity is added to 
quantity. It is clear, then, that Thomas tries to maintain an absolute sepa
ration between quality and quantity, despite the fact that he also speaks of 
"quantity of power." He remains faithful to Aristotle's analysis: alteration 
is nothing other than an actualization of what was already present in po
tentiality, with nothing new being introduced.2 6 However, Thomas does 
also remain faithful to other antique sources such as Boethius and to early 
scholastic sources such as the anonymous twelfth-century Liber sex prin-
cipiorum.27 He shares with the latter the Neoplatonic presupposition of the 
existence of a maximum in each hierarchy, and describes intensification as 
an "accessus ad terminum": the quality progresses nearer and nearer to its 
full actuality along a range of degrees. But this should rather be explained 
the other way around. As a matter of fact, Thomas's solution is quite close 
to that of Boethius. A quality (as a form) is not itself subject to variation, 
only the qualia, the qualified things, are intensified or remitted. Instead of 
genuine Aristotelianism, this solution assumes a "Platonism" of forms. A 
form is in itself strictly immutable and always identical to itself; conse
quently, Boethius states, variation can be found solely in the participation 
of the subjects.2 9 However, participation is interpreted by Thomas in terms 
of the Aristotelian distinction between act and potency. According to him, 
such a form, if it could exist as separate, would be in its maximum 
actuality. When received in a subject, however, it enters into a composi
tion with the potency of this subject, which more or less limits its full 
actuality. In other words, the relation of participation between a qualita
tive form and subjects admits of different degrees according to the 
capacity of the latter to receive the form's perfection. Thomas cites here a 
Neoplatonic axiom: "everything that is received in a thing is received in 
it according to the mode of the recipient."3 0 

However, Thomas's view is not devoid of ambiguity. Although he 
ascribes variation to participation only, he maintains that one must speak 
of intensification, or qualitative augmentation, with respect to the essence 
("secundum essentiam" or "essentialiter") of qualities.3 1 He even on 
occasion speaks of latitude (in virtue).3 2 In summary, Thomas constantly 



refuses to accept the theory of addition and any divisibility of forms into 
parts, but he is somewhat imprecise regarding what grounds the possibil
ity of variation. It is obvious that the very nature of qualitative forms 
provides the opportunity for the forms to be more or less received by 
subjects. By contrast, if the intrinsic constitution of an essence (as in a 
substantial form) does not permit this, then a diversified participation is 
impossible. If so, intensification seems to depend on something inside the 
form itself. Such is the recurrent objection of Franciscans: variation in 
actuality (or being, esse) cannot be understood without latitude in essence. 

Another solution, ascribed to Geoffrey of Fontaine, will be explored, 
most likely starting out from a Thomist understanding of the problem. 3 3 

For him, every form is indivisible, but some can lose their imperfect 
existence and acquire a more perfect one: a "more curved curve" and a 
"greater heat" mean a more perfect curve and a more perfect heat. On this 
view, intensification is a succession of more and more perfect realizations 
of a form that remains the same regarding essence or species, although not 
remaining numerically the same: the previous form, of a lesser degree, is 
corrupted, and replaced by a new form of greater degree. Hence, there is 
no composition of new forms with prior forms, or of essential parts with 
a number of preexisting parts. At each moment, there is just one simple 
form, wholly new and wholly destroyed when replaced by the next one, 
so that, under no circumstance, is there addition or accumulation, but only 
renewal. Therefore, this process of change cannot be intrinsically described 
as quantitative: here? addition is not even a metaphor. We may only relate 
each form to an extrinsic measure. The same theory is put forward by 
Walter Burleigh in the early fourteenth century.3 4 But as we already said, 
the additive theory will be the most effective and will compel recognition 
even outside the Franciscan Order. No longer regarded as intrinsically 
immutable and indivisible, qualitative forms will be regarded instead as 
subject to processes of construction and deconstruction part by part, and 
to calculation (although not in our modern sense). 

The Jesuits and the Variation of Intensity 
The situation is still the same at the end of the sixteenth century. I 

intend now to examine some discussions among the Jesuits concerning the 
variation of intensity. The first interesting point is that, although they are 
professed Thomists, they subscribe to the additive theory. The second is 



that they are unable to solve certain serious difficulties concerning conti
nuity. Their failure clearly shows that their inquiry into intensification was 
predestined to be a dead-end, and had to be undertaken anew on another 
basis, with the help of new mathematical tools and new conceptions of 
continuity. 

I shall take into account here only a few landmarks in the develop
ment of Jesuit thought. More specifically, the authors I shall consider are: 
Francisco Toledo (1532-1596), one of the first great teachers at the 
Collegium Romanum, Francisco Suarez, who does not need to be intro
duced, Rodrigo de Arriaga (1592-1667), one of the most famous scholars 
in the seventeenth century, and finally Silvestro Mauro (1619-1687), the 
well-known Aristotelian commentator and the last important teacher at the 
Collegium Romanum. 3 5 

The Triumph of the Additive Theory 

In his forty-sixth Disputatio metaphysica, Suârez, describing the 
status quaestionis, correctly states that the point is whether or not a qual
itative form is divisible into parts. 3 6 If not, it will have to be granted that 
variation consists in the fact that a form, always identical with itself, 
affects the subject either more or less. But how can we explain that the 
same unchanging quality is able to inhere in a subject following different 
modes, i.e., more or less perfectly? 

The solution of Giles of Rome (according to which there are degrees 
not in essence, but in existence, more exactly degrees of esse in subiecto, 
being in a subject) does not solve the problem, because he does not answer 
whether, in order to grow, the single and unique esse must be composed 
of parts. Other Thomist interpretations of the intensification of an indivis
ible form, namely by processes such as "to be extracted by degrees from 
the potency of the subject" (magis et magis educi de potentia subjecti) or 
"to be more and more united to the subject" (magis ac magis uniri 
subjecto), are, according to Suarez, insufficient and in need of further ex
planations.3 7 Moreover, the second process ("to be more and more united 
to the subject") falls under the following objection (as does the theory of 
succession, as we shall see): if each union is indivisible, it is totally and 
simultaneously produced by an indivisible mutation, and intensification 
will be, for the same reasons, a non-continuous succession. This is im-



possible, at least in Aristotelian physics, because alteration, like every 
motion, is continuous,3 8 i.e., it is divisible into disjoined parts but not 
actually divided: it has unity of itself (per se) and is not a discrete entity. 

Thus, the old metaphysical explanations, in terms of potency and act, 
or of the opposition of contraries, appear unsatisfactory. By elimination of 
all other solutions (we shall later examine Suarez's criticism of the theory 
of succession), it is clear for Suarez that a quality capable of intensifica
tion cannot be indivisible in its entity, but must have a "latitude of parts," 
by which it can either be totally inherent in a subject, or be partially 
inherent, according to a greater or a lesser part. 3 9 But he specifies that 
those parts are not absolutely similar to each other and so not inter
changeable. 4 0 They have an intrinsic order of subordination, so that the 
introduction of a subsequent part will necessarily require the introduction 
of all the preceding ones. In other words, this part, by its own nature, is 
the first degree, this one the second, this the third, and so on. Otherwise, 
in remission no degree could be designated as the one which must be the 
first to disappear when the contrary quality is introduced, which is needed 
for the process to begin: there would be no reason why this degree rather 
than that one had to be first expelled. Either all degrees of coldness would 
be evicted, or none, for if they are all identical, each of them has the same 
repugnancy or compatibility with the degree of heat which is introduced. 
Hence, the process must begin by a degree that is by nature the first to 
disappear. 

For Suarez, insofar as the preexisting form is really perfected by a 
new action of the agent, undoubtedly its acquisition of some perfection is 
due to the real addition of something, which can only be something of the 
very entity of the form ("aliquid entitatis formae"). But he must recognize 
that this addition is quite special.41 That part of a formal entity which was 
added cannot have actually preexisted before this action. For, either it 
would have preexisted in the same subject, or in another. If it were in the 
same subject, there would not be addition of something new (as Thomas 
pointed out). If it were in another subject, then an accident would migrate 
from one subject to another, which is impossible. Therefore, what is added 
did not actually preexist, but is actualized precisely when intensification 
is in progress. Still, it has to come from somewhere. Now, at least in an 
Aristotelian ontology, a cause does not formally create something in its 
effect but transmits actuality and "awakens" something which was lying 



potentially in the effect. Hence, Suârez concludes that what is added to the 
form was contained in the form itself, and is brought out to actuality by 
an "extraction" (eductio). It may equally be said that intensification is an 
increasing extraction of the form itself out of the potency of the subject, 
in proportion to its parts or degrees. 

But we may also find it rather strange to call this process an addition, 
for the form receives here nothing it did not already possess: the part of 
the "entity" that was "added" to its actuality was potentially in itself; thus 
what is "added" was lying within itself. We might indeed speak of degrees 
of intensification, inasmuch as the potentiality of the form is progressive
ly converted into actuality. We might perhaps speak of parts of an actuali
zation, by analogy with parts of space in the trajectory of a local motion; 
or of fractions, by analogy with augmentation, and say, for instance, that 
one eighth, two eighths, etc., of its full actuality are realized. But the dif
ference is that in a real augmentation, as in the filling of a container, you 
really add, i.e., you bring from the "outside" some parts which were not 
present; even if the subject had the potential to receive them, they are not 
merely extracted from its own resources. Nevertheless, Suarez believes 
that to have more or less entity cannot be understood other than by a sort 
of addition. This makes it clear that the old concept of participation no 
longer has any real significance. It is no longer enough to say that the 
subject participates to a higher degree in a form: the greater actuality 
which the form gains must be explained in terms of parts and addition. 

In the next century, Mauro will note that all major Jesuit thinkers, 
first Toledo, 4 2 then Suarez and Vazquez (although they were so often ad
versaries), and then Rubio, Arriaga, "et alii ex nostris communiter", 
follow the solution of the Franciscans (and later of the Nominalists).4 3 

Mauro is quite aware that Thomas, after denying that charity is augmented 
by addition, concluded: 

augetur solum per hoc quod subjectum magis ac magis participet caritatem, 
id est secundum quod magis reducitur in actum illius, et magis subditur illi; 
hie enim augmcnti modus est communis cuiuslibet formae quae intenditur. 
(Summa theologiae Ha Ilae q. 24 a. 5) 

But he prefers to draw from the preceding article (q. 24 a. 4 ad 3m), where 
Thomas states that in this augmentation charity stretches out "according 
to its essence" (secundum essentiam) or "in essence" (essentialiter). Mauro 



(like many commentators before him) takes this passage to amount to the 
admission by Thomas of a latitude in some qualitative forms. But he is 
wrong in concluding that the whole of his theory does not in fact disagree 
with Thomas's, even if the words differ. His view is actually quite 
divergent from that of Thomas, since he concedes what the Franciscans 
had always claimed and Thomas and the early Thomists had always 
denied, namely that forms can be compounded.4 4 In fact, Thomas intended 
to say that, in intensification, an accidental form acquires more and more 
actuality in the subject, but he surely did not mean that there are parts in 
its essence. For him, forms are simple, "like numbers." In the mentioned 
passage he writes against those who say that charity solely augments 
"according to its rootedness in the subject, or according to fervour" 
(secundum radicationem in subiecto, vel secundum fervorem). In contrast 
to them, he concedes that intensification to some extent concerns the qual
itative essence because the nature of an accidental form is to be inherent 
in a subject, so that for it to be more inherent is to develop its nature, to 
increase something essential for it. But to augment "according to its 
essence" is not somehow to augment essence itself with new parts of 
quiddity. 

Nevertheless, Mauro thinks that when Thomas rejects the additive 
theory, he is only speaking against an addition in the strict sense, in which 
added elements are first independent, and could become again indepen
dent. But in an addition in the loose sense, an existing element is 
intensified by receiving a complement, which did not previously exist and 
could not exist separately (it would not make sense, says Mauro, to 
suppose that the part of heat which corresponds to intensification could be 
separated and exist elsewhere—there is no transfer of calories of the sort 
we know today, but rather actualization of the patient by the agent). Just 
like Suarez, Mauro claims that this complement is not brought from 
"outside": rather, it is extracted from the potentiality of the subject ("ex 
potentia subjecti educatur major et major calor") in virtue of the action 
of a warming cause. This is enough, according to Mauro, to permit him to 
speak of the composition of "essential parts" in quality: "it is increased by 
(acquiring) more and more new parts of the essence of heat, and not only 
(by an increase) in existence, or in unity, or in rootedness."4 5 

But this typically leads Mauro to make a comparison between inten
sification and extension. In extension, too, "new parts" of a quality are 



extracted from the quality (eductio) in order to affect directly other parts 
of the subject. Likewise, in what is properly intensification, "new parts" 
of a quality are extracted from it, but they stay in the same part of the 
subject. This comparison with extension and quantity is finally for Mauro 
the easiest, the most "appeasing" explanation for the mind to accept 4 6— 
but the one that Aristotle and Thomas precisely tried to avoid. 

Of course, Mauro knows the famous sentence: "forms are like numbers." 
But he replies that when a number is augmented by the addition of another 
number, it changes in species as this number (in ratione numeri), but it 
does not change in nature (of number in general). Likewise, an intensified 
quality changes "according to intensive magnitude" (in ratione magnitu-
dinis intensivae), but not in nature: a heat of 8 degrees is of the same species 
of heat as a heat of 4 degrees, though it is of a different species regarding 
intensive magnitude, just as—again the same comparison—heat on the 
surface of two palms together has the same nature as heat on the surface 
of one palm, but is different regarding extension.4 7 

The Problem of Continuity 

Suarez and the First Instant 
Let us now go back to Suarez and examine some problems concern

ing continuity in intensification. 
The Spanish Jesuit criticizes the solution ascribed to Geoffrey of 

Fontaines (which, as he points out with perspicacity, is related to Thomas's 
rejection of addition). Instead of composing degrees of existence, as Giles 
of Rome had done, Geoffrey conceives of intensification as being a succes
sion of more and more perfect occurrences of the same specific form. But 
this answer seems to Suarez as incredible as that of Giles. There are against 
this solution two decisive and constantly reiterated objections. 

First, during a remission of heat, the more intense quality would be 
corrupted and a less intense produced. What would be the cause of this 
fact? Necessarily the cooling agent. That means that coldness, destroying 
the more intense heat, would produce the less intense heat, and so a 
quality would produce its contrary.48 

The second objection is that it would be impossible for alteration to 
be continuous.4 9 Suppose that an accident of heat of 2 degrees is destroyed 
and replaced by an accident of heat of 3 degrees. What was the duration 



of the former accident in the subject? If it lasted for some time, then al
teration ceases during this interval, and so was not continuous. If it lasted 
for no interval of time but only for an instant, then we shall have to ask 
again about the subsequent accident of heat: what was its duration? This 
cannot be only an instant, because two instants are never immediately 
consecutive. Rather, an instant is nothing but a boundary which separates 
two periods of time. 5 0 Therefore it must have lasted for some time, a 
period limited by a beginning and an end, in which, as mentioned above, 
alteration ceased. So, a successive generation and corruption of qualitative 
forms would imply discontinuity (which is inconsistent with motion for 
Aristotle, as we have already noted), since at least one form out of two 
will have to remain for a moment without changing. If we supposed an in
termediate degree between two steps, we would have to also suppose 
another intermediate between this intermediate and one of the steps, and 
thus we should proceed to the infinite. That means that in an alteration 
there would be an actual infinity of successive intensities, of complete, in
divisible, really distinct qualities—which is unintelligible. As this infinity 
would be discrete, it could not be traversed in a finite time, 5 1 and the 
process of alteration could not reach its terminus. 

It is important that the account of continuity in intensification be 
comparable to that of the continuity of motion. But the continuity of 
motion rules out the possibility that motion might consist of a series of 
jumps from one successive actual state to another. Similarly, says Suarez, 
although we may conventionally assign eight or ten degrees to a given in
tensification,52 the latitude of an intensive quality is not compounded of a 
definite number of indivisible degrees; rather it is only potentially 
divisible into parts (without limit), exactly as in the case of a line or any 
other continuum. 5 3 Therefore, it is not, he claims, difficult to understand 
how intensity can be continuous. Taking any definite part of quality, a 
smaller one can be selected, which can be acquired in a proportionally 
smaller part of time, and so the whole intensification is effected along a 
continuous succession. A quality does not jump from the first degree to the 
second, but traverses all the possible intermediate states, just as a moving 
body, in local motion, passes through all places without being completely 
actualized in any of them. 

However, Suarez has now to discuss the main reasons why some 
scholars, such as (Paolo Barbo) Soncinas, a Dominican master of the 



fifteenth century, had, against Geoffrey, defended the view that alteration 
cannot be continuous. 5 4 They argued that a quality, in the very beginning, 
is introduced with some entity by an indivisible mutation and in an 
instant; therefore, it is afterwards increased in the same way, i.e., dis
cretely.5 5 

We then meet here the classic puzzle about the initial moment ("incipit"). 
Transition from nothing to something cannot be progressive, there must 
be a beginning, i.e., for qualities a minimum of intensity above zero, which 
cannot exist except instantaneously. If we admitted something smaller than 
this minimum, there would never be a determined starting point, because 
we could again and again suppose something smaller. So, there is a first 
intensity which, as small as it is, is given at one go. As a matter of evidence, 
we can hardly imagine that fire begins to warm water, without producing 
something, a determined effect. We would perhaps say today that there 
must be a first quantum of radiant energy, so to speak, which excites some 
atoms of the heated body, or that there must be a first excitation of those 
atoms. Here, in terms of ancient physics, what is produced is an acciden
tal qualitative form. Like every form, substantial or accidental, this form 
has a peculiar entity, a "definite mode of being" (definitum modum 
essendi). So, as soon as the cause is beginning to act, for example the fire 
to warm, it cannot but produce its proper effect, which is to provoke in the 
subject the emergence of an accidental form of heat; and that form of heat, 
as a quality, has a certain intensity, i.e., has a certain first degree, which is 
given all at once, and which is the foundation for the next. 

That argument seems nearly irrefutable, and Jesuits had to take it into 
account, even though, as Suârez notes, important commentators like Soto 
(I Phys. q. 4 a. 4 concl. 5) or the Conimbricenses (I Phys. cap. 4, q. 1) 
thought that every marked part in the latitude can be produced and 
conserved as smaller, and separately, i.e., independently of any further in
tensification.56 The core of the problem, then, is whether or not there 
exists a minimum which a quality must have in order to exist. Soncinas 
alleges that there is indeed a sort of atom of intensive magnitude, a 
"particle of entityhood" (particula suae entitatis). Toledo seems to be of 
nearly the same opinion. But, according to Soncinas, this minimum is an 
absolutely indivisible, non-intensifiable entity, so that when affecting the 
subject, it does not tolerate any variation. Toledo's position is more 
complex. He has recourse to an explanation borrowed from the "Calcula-



tor Suyset," 5 7 that is: Richard Swinshead, the Oxford scholar of the mid-
fourteenth century, whose Liber Calculationum, printed first in Padua 
(1477) and then reprinted in Pavia (1498) and Venice (1520), much influ
enced Renaissance thinkers. According to Toledo's reading, a distinction 
should be made between "degree of form" (gradus formae) and "gradual 
part" (pars gradualis). A "degree of form" is the minimum intensity a 
quality must have in order to subsist: if it were less, it could not actually 
exist in a subject.5 9 As such, it would be a "part of degree," which can be 
as little as you wish, but which exists only potentially as united with the 
other parts of the degree with which it forms a continuum.6 0 In other 
words, a degree can be divided into an infinity of parts, but their multi
plicity is no more than potential and can never be actualized, whereas 
distinctions between degrees are actual insofar as a degree can have au
tonomous being. So, in intension as in extension,61 there are minimal 
parts, which constitute unities, but which are not simple. 6 2 Hence, an 
"intensive magnitude" is first really divisible into degrees, and each of 
these are divisible into parts of degrees, which are not solely imaginary 
and can be considered as existing, but only as united with others from 
which they are only potentially distinguishable.63 Toledo concludes that 
intensification or remission occurs by acquisition or loss of those "parts of 
degrees." 6 4 In intensification, the same parts which were in the less intense 
form remain in the more intense, and are united with the new ones which 
are acquired (and inversely in remission).6 5 So the process is continuous, 
and does not move forward as if degrees were suddenly produced in 
separate moments like substantial forms, 6 6 though each degree is a 
minimal datum of quality, and though there is such an inceptive degree. 
Gradual parts are progressively gained (or lost), just as in the extension of 
a form, as, for instance, when fire is spreading through a body. It is pro
gressing from minimum to minimum, but those minima are all joined 
together and gained little by little.6 7 

The model for alteration is, then, here again local motion, but we 
may wonder whether Toledo does not vainly try to reconcile two opposite 
requirements: namely, continuity of movement and the existence of 
minimal data. In summary, his position is complex because, on the one 
hand, wanting to save continuity, he thinks that alteration cannot be made 
of indivisible and separate states, and so he considers each degree to be 
divisible (but not in separable parts). On the other hand, because of the 



commencement (incipit) problem, he admits that, like any permanent 
thing, an intensive quality must begin through some "first being" (primum 
sui esse), i.e., some minimum intensity, produced in an instant. Hence, he 
proposes a compromise, but it scarcely makes sense that parts of degrees 
be really acquired one after an other if they cannot exist separately. 

Let us now see if Suarez can do any better. In this question, 
arguments pro et contra are equally valuable, and he shares his hesitation 
with the reader: "none of these propositions can be demonstrated with 
evidence." 6 9 However, the second thesis (that there are no qualitative 
minima) appears to be better suited to the very nature of alteration, which 
is according to him continuous; so it is "more probable." 

But we must note two important qualifications. First, there are in 
qualities minima and maxima, under or above which substantial forms 
cannot subsist.7 0 In order to be in a subject, a substantial form requires a 
certain disposition of that subject, which depends on accidental forms. For 
instance, an animal can live only within a latitude of heat in its body: 
under a definite degree, it will die, the soul no longer being able to inform 
this matter. So, in concreto there are often indeed minima and maxima of 
qualities, since accidental forms always exist in relation to a substantial 
form. But this consideration is of little significance, since we are speaking 
here of qualities in themselves. Independently of any extrinsic circum
stances, the question is whether, by their own nature, they have minima 
and maxima. 

At this point, Suarez introduces a distinction—which may seem quite 
ad hoc. He suggests that a quality can have two states.7 1 One is its "natural 
and perfect state." In order to be in this state, a quality has to reach a 
certain intensity in a latitude comprised between two boundaries. Outside 
these boundaries, it will fall in an "imperfect state"—a state that might be 
understood as one in which the quality is no longer predominant and no 
longer characterizes the subject. So, from the first point of view, a quality 
does have a minimum (and a maximum), but as soon as it becomes 
imperfect, going below this minimum, there is no longer a definite 
boundary to its smallness: it can become more and more imperfect, 
tending towards nothingness. Therefore, according to Suarez, heat is truly 
heat only when it reaches a certain degree, below which it is not only im
perceptible for us, but also degraded in itself: it is a case of heat which has 
lost the fullness of the nature of heat. Nevertheless, it is present even when 



coldness predominates. Thus, since smallness can be infinitely divided, 
i.e., since the continuum of imperfection can be infinitely prolonged, it 
seems to be implied that a quality never completely disappears however 
intense its contrary may have become: for instance, a thing which 
becomes dark remains somewhat white, it has a tiny degree of white, but 
the latter is not a "perfect" white. But this appears to deny the status of 
potential being, in which a quality is supposed to be finally reduced to the 
point of elimination when its contrary predominates. By contrast, in the 
present supposition, quality, though it has almost vanished, still enjoys an 
actualized being (unless the "imperfect state" is an intermediary state 
between potential and actual being, but Suarez does not throw out any 
hints which might suggest that he admitted such a possibility; in any case, 
the concept of "imperfect state" cannot be identified with that of potential 
being—otherwise, why should Suarez have introduced the former?). 

The second qualification is again a distinction to be made between 
divisible parts of a continuum and the indivisibles which have the 
functions of bonds and boundaries ("indivisibilia continuantia et termi-
nantia").12 According to Aristotle, we may consider a point on a line to 
separate two parts, but also to be a junction between them and thereby to 
constitute the continuity of the line: it is a common boundary, the 
beginning of one part and the end of another.73 The same is true of an 
instant in time. 7 4 Similarly, argues Suarez, in an accident of heat of 8 
degrees, there is an "indivisible of heat" which establishes a continuity 
with the accident of heat of 7 degrees. This eighth degree begins just when 
the motion of intensification which culminates in it has been achieved, 
i.e., in that instant, that "indivisible" of time, where it is true to say: now 
there is no more intensification75 and immediately before there was. So, in 
that instant, something is added which perfects and, so to speak, consti
tutes the heat of 8 degrees. This "something" cannot be anything other 
than the indivisible term of that heat. All its divisible parts have been 
acquired during all the divisible parts of the time before. The indivisible 
comes to be through the ultimate achievement of the heat of 8 degrees, not 
in an interval of time but rather in an instant, so that we may say: from 
now on, there are 8 degrees, and immediately before, there were not. 7 6 So 
far we find that Suarez agrees with Aristotle, who stated that there is a 
first, indivisible moment when the motion is achieved and the mobile has 
changed. 7 7 



But Aristotle added that there is no starting point of change, no first 
instant where the subject begins to change. 7 8 He thought that as soon as it 
is changing, it is in the moving condition, which is continuous and has no 
indivisible parts. So, before each moment we might point to as the first, 
we could point to a preceding one, defining a smaller interval of time. For 
Aristotle, then, a first instant of achieved motion is possible because it is 
not itself a change but a boundary of change; but it is not possible to find 
a first instant of motion as such, or else there would be a discontinuity 
when motion would pass from this indivisible to the next moment. 

It is here that Suarez has to diverge from Aristotle, since he admits 
the necessity of there being a first intensity produced by the cause. He 
could perhaps claim that for Aristotle it is only in respect to the subject 
and the time that there is no first moment in change, because of their di
visibility. In our present case, however, where what is changing is this or 
that attribute of the subject, and, specifically, a quality, the situation is 
different, since qualities are marked by indivisibility. However, Aristotle 
here means that qualities are indivisible per se (a thesis which was 
abandoned by most of the scholastics from the end of the thirteenth 
century; Suarez himself thinks, as we have seen, that a quality can be con
sidered as composed of parts). A quality is only divisible per accidens 
insofar as its subject is divisible into parts. From this point of view, there 
is no first moment of alteration: we cannot say that this part of the subject 
is the first to be changed, since we can find a smaller part, and so on in
definitely. But, according to Aristotle, neither is there, in quality itself, a 
first part to be intensified: not because we could always designate a 
smaller part, but because there are no parts at all. So, although in alteration 
quality is at once present at a definite moment, by a sudden mutation 8 0 (it 
can be still more and more intensified), this is not a first instant in the 
sense which is defended by Suarez, i.e., an instant when a first minimal 
qualitative part is realized.8 1 

In order to prove the existence of such a first part, Suarez reasons by 
analogy.8 2 In the same way that there is an "ultimate terminating indivisi
ble" (ultimum indivisibile terminons), so there is at the lower range of 
latitude an indivisible first term where intensification begins. 8 3 All finite 
continua are enclosed by two boundaries. In successive things, these 
boundaries are extrinsic because they do not simultaneously exist with the 
whole. For instance, a local motion does not exist as such when it reaches 



its boundary, which is the instant when it ceases. In non-successive things, 
such as substances or accidents like quality in itself, these boundaries are 
intrinsic, because they actually exist with the whole, just as in the case of 
the two boundaries of a line (this is consistent with the additive theory, 
where preceding qualitative parts are conserved throughout the process). 

Hence Suarez proposes another distinction—which may be judged 
somewhat ad hoc. When we say that there is no minimum in a quality, we 
are talking about its divisible latitude, which alone is quality in the proper 
sense. 8 4 The first indivisible is only a "commencement of quality" (initium 
qualitatis): although it is not yet really the quality, it is indeed something 
of the quality, by which the latter can be said to begin its existence. If we 
accept such an expedient (i.e., if we assume together these two proposi
tions: quality is already present and is not yet present, but not from the 
same point of view), then the commencement problem seems to be solved, 
or rather dissolved, with some satisfaction of both of the opposing re
quirements. On the one hand, when the agent initiates an action, something 
is indeed immediately actualized in the patient with this first step: there is 
an effective beginning with a determinate effect. On the other hand, quality 
in the proper sense remains infinitely divisible, the indivisible being only 
a boundary, and the process of acquisition of parts being continuous. 

However, a difficulty remains. Such an indivisible commencement, 
since it is a boundary, appears to be naturally unable to exist by itself, sep
arately from following parts. So it marks the beginning of the existence of 
the quality, but at the same time some other parts are given, a certain 
intensity of quality, and this could lead to the acknowledgment that Soncinas 
is right. 

Suarez answers that we must make a distinction between a genuine 
first moment and an intensification properly described. The latter requires 
that there already exists some quality to be intensified. In other words, in
tensification does not proceed from nothing to something, but rather from 
something to something more. Thus, when it begins, some quality has 
already been produced in a certain degree with an intrinsic indivisible 
term of that degree; then, a superior degree can be added (and this is the 
intensification). Therefore, this superior degree, although it is a permanent 
thing, does not begin through some "first being" (primum sui esse), but 
from its own "ultimate non-being" (ultimum non esse). The latter concept 
was introduced in the Middle Ages as a response to the impossibility of a 



first instant in change. When we speak of the beginning of a motion, what 
we refer to is in fact the last instant of non-motion. There is no first instant 
at which Socrates is running, but there is a last instant at which he is not 
running. This view can be found in many treatises De primo et ultimo 
instanti (Burley's being one of the most famous). However, this rule was 
true only for successive entities like motion, the boundaries of which are 
extrinsic. The inception of permanent entities was generally considered to 
be intrinsically limited by a first instant of being. Here, Suarez seems to 
apply the concept of "ultimate non-being" to a non-successive entity, 
namely a qualitative part. But for him the concept applies, because when 
intensification is properly described, intensity is progressively acquired, 
"part by part." 8 6 In his view, intensification does not begin with a deter
minate first part of quality, since we can always imagine a smaller part. 
Nor does it begin with some indivisible, since properly described intensi
fication starts when there already is some part of quality, which according 
to Suarez is an indivisible (and there cannot be two immediately succes
sive indivisibles since an indivisible is a boundary). This term is not 
corrupted by the intensification because, as we saw, during intensification 
no positive entity is destroyed in the remitted quality. Further, another in
divisible cannot be immediately added, since in a continuum two 
immediately successive indivisibles can never be found. Therefore, in in
tensification, that indivisible which was first "terminating" for the 
preexisting part, becomes "continuating" with respect to the part which is 
now added (and which can be as small as we wish). 

Concerning the genuine first instant of a quality, Suârez says that we 
must consider how the relevant cause of the intensification concretely 
acts. 8 7 If a natural agent encounters no resistance, it instantaneously acts 
as intensely as it can. By itself, its acting power is not restricted to an "in
divisible" of the quality, but is determined to immediately exert the 
maximum efficiency which is compatible with the receptive capacity of 
the patient. 8 8 So, it produces a part of a quality (or perhaps the whole), 
but not a minimum; it is then a "first being." Generally speaking, an agent 
operates "not in a mathematical way, but in a physical one": it does not 
produce spots or patches of quality, but degrees, which we can mentally 
divide, but which are really given at once as wholes, supposing, again, 
that the subject offers no resistance (as air does when it receives illumi
nation). 



Now, if a natural agent encounters some resistance in the subject, its 
action will be progressive, and subsequently will be decomposed along a 
succession of qualitative parts, not only with respect to the extension, but 
also intensively inside each single spatial part of the subject. Explaining 
how this begins is the hard part. Suarez resorts to the same concept as 
above, and again answers that, in its first introduction, quality begins by 
an "ultimate non-being," rather than by a "first being," although this "in-
divisibile beginning" is produced by mutation in the last instant of 
non-intensification.89 Surely, if the agent can produce some effect, its 
power is at least a little bit stronger than the resistance of the patient, and 
then it produces a certain part of quality. But it does not follow from this 
that there is a minimum in quality itself, since this part could be infinite
ly smaller in another subject. So, we may concede that something is 
instantaneously produced ("aliquid simul fieri in instanti", but, because 
of the diversity of strength in agents and of resistance in subjects, that 
"something" can be smaller and smaller in intensity. It follows that it has 
the same sort of inception as motion and as intensification when the latter 
is properly described. We cannot designate a first instant of existence and 
a minimum degree which would be valid for this or that quality in any cir
cumstances. We can only point to its "ultimate non-being," i.e., to the last 
instant when there is still an absolute lack of this quality. Afterwards, the 
agent introduces a "first indivisible of quality" which is sufficient to 
overcome the resistance of the patient. But this indivisible is variable 
according to each case, so we cannot assign a general value of minimal 
intensive magnitude. Moreover, this indivisible is not a permanent entity 
but is "in progress" (in fieri), it has the transitory nature of motion, and, 
as a boundary, is immediately followed by a "something of the quality" 
(aliquid qualitatis).90 

Arriaga and the Division of Space, Time and Motion 
In this way Suarez tried to avoid the dilemma between continuity and 

beginning by means of a distinction between a general minimum and a 
particular indivisible. But the latter, as a first effect of the agent, appears 
to be in reality something more than a mere boundary. Therefore, despite 
Suarez's efforts, some Jesuits in the seventeenth century will take the 
opposite view: according to Arriaga and his master, Pedro Hurtado de 
Mendoza, neither augmentation nor alteration are continuous. 



Arriaga's argument is the following:91 Suppose that fire, applied to a 
log, acts continuously, that is, in each instant; then it will have burnt up 
the log in the twinkling of an eye. As a matter of fact, like an infinity of 
points in a line, there are, in the twinkling of an eye, an infinity of instants, 
so that, even if the fire is weak, and even if the patient is resisting, it will 
attack the wood an infinity of times and so it should be in a position to 
consume it entirely, even in this very short interval. The premise is that, 
for Arriaga, the given instants are not necessarily only virtuals or bound
aries. He is tempted to dismiss the Aristotelian thesis as to the potential 
infinite divisibility of time, and to believe that no continuum is actually 
undivided. If there were no really distinct parts, they could never be really 
separated.9 2 Conversely, suppose two separate volumes of water are 
joined: they remain really distinct parts. If they did not, they would have 
lost their intrinsic essence, since they were distinct from each other by 
their own essences before the mixing. 9 3 Therefore they are joined but 
distinct, just as soul is distinct from body although it is joined to it. 9 4 

Whereas Suarez hesitates between the Aristotelian conception of the indi
visible as a boundary, and the physical necessity of the indivisible as a first 
part of quality, Arriaga pleads for a rehabilitation of Zenonists, atomists 
and others who thought that any finite continuity is compounded of 
actually distinct, finite, indivisible parts 9 5 (parts which are distinct but not 
separated: they are joined, and this makes the continuity). The same holds 
of space, or of time which is made of indivisible instants. 9 6 Likewise, 
there are in the latitude of a quality, indivisible intensive parts. 9 7 For 
instance, as long as a body, on being warmed, has not yet reached its 
maximum temperature, it maintains one final degree of cold, which will 
disappear suddenly, and not by a progressive remission.9 8 In such conti
nuities, motion can be discontinuous in the following sense: It can 
progress, definite part after definite part, or more frequently, block after 
block of parts. It can occupy this portion (of space or of a latitude), then 
stop and rest, afterwards occupy a new portion, and so on. 9 9 For example, 
according to Arriaga, if A is two paces removed from a source of noise and 
Β is three paces removed, then they hear the sound at the same time; but 
not if A is two paces removed and Β one thousand. 1 0 0 This is supposed to 
prove that sound alters the medium (the air) portion by portion, i.e., via 
whole portions of space. Two and three paces are included in the same 
portion, not two and a thousand. The extension of a form, Arriaga 



concludes, is not absolutely continuous, but interrupted by pauses, during 
which it prepares the next section to be occupied.1 0 1 Similarly, an intensi
fication progresses by alternating qualitative jumps with stops. Nothing 
prevents several indivisible parts of quality from being acquired at one 
time: this does not imply that their number is infinite, for there are not 
constant mutations, but only mutations at determinate moments, and only 
a finite number of them. 1 0 2 This is also the reason why, in alteration, fire 
does not consume the log in the twinkling of an eye: the log burns piece 
by piece, in a finite sequence, and with some pauses. More generally, this 
is true of any motion because of its non-instantaneous nature: "slowness 
of motion cannot be correctly understood without short delays." 1 0 3 Arriaga 
explains that it may happen that a heavy stone exerting pressure on a beam 
of wood causes it to break not immediately but only after some years: the 
reason, he thinks, is that the action of the stone (its pressure on the wood) 
is not continuous, but has some periods of rest! 1 0 4 Therefore, a natural 
agent, constantly applied, can interrupt its action inside the same motion. 
Likewise, a feather falling down keeps the same weight, and air remains 
the same; however, we can see that its fall sometimes stops, and then goes 
on. 1 0 5 Arriaga also knows that water, drop after drop, will finally wear 
away the surface of a stone in such a way as to create a hole; but according 
to him the first drops do not take away the slightest part of matter because 
we do not perceive any matter being taken away. 1 0 6 Such ordinary experi
ences, according to him, compel one to admit "short delays" or pauses. 1 0 7 

Therefore, the same cause does not always produce the same effect, an 
agent does not continuously act along one and the same motion. 1 0 8 One 
will conclude that, although Arriaga may have been well-known for his 
dialectical skill, his was not a great scientific mind. 

Mauro Between Addition and Succession 

More reasonably, Silvestro Mauro leads us back to the impossibility 
of the view that alteration not be a continuous motion. 1 0 9 He repeats 
Suarez's argument: 1 1 0 why should an agent stop acting at some moment 
and afterwards act again, since the agent is not supposed to be a voluntary 
and free cause, but rather a natural one, which necessarily acts in accor
dance with its nature? His opponents will perhaps answer that the agent 
ceases to communicate its actuality to the patient but continues to prepare 
the still unaffected parts of the latter. However, this reverts to the conces-



sion that it continually acts, since the patient is continually being disposed 
in each part of time which separates two intensifications. If not, one can 
then ask once more why this disposing action is interrupted and should af
terwards start again. If, as it is the case, it does not cease, how could the 
action of intensification itself not be continuous? 

Therefore, as soon as the agent acts, an alteration takes place, and at 
the same time the subject is disposed while its form receives new essential 
parts of quality. As a matter of fact, Mauro also objects to the various 
Thomist statements to the effect that it is simpler to admit qualitative 
parts, and we have already seen that he defends an additive theory. 
However, according to him, although that theory is true for qualities like 
heat, light, impulse, etc., it is not true for motions, figures and vital acts. 
As far as the latter phenomena are concerned, Mauro takes into account 
the idea of succession. And it is noteworthy that for him the main advocate 
of the theory of succession is not Geoffrey of Fontaines (or Walter Burley, 
or Toledo), but Durand of St Pourçain, the dissident Dominican of the 
early fourteenth century. Durand proposed a somewhat different version, 
which is of some interest because it provides an answer to one of the ob
jections that Suarez will make. 

Durand differs from Geoffrey in this: he admits an intrinsic latitude 
in those forms capable of intensification, a divisibility of their essence into 
degrees, so that their intensification does not depend only on participation 
by the subject. 1 1 2 But he agrees with Geoffrey in claiming that there 
cannot be an addition of a quality to a quality, or an informing of a quality 
by a quality, and that there cannot be two qualities of the same species in 
the same subject. However, Durand pays special attention to the task of 
placing continuity on firm theoretical ground. He is quite aware that it can 
be raised as an objection to the succession theory that there would be, in 
a definite process of intensification, an infinity of actually different forms, 
and that it would be impossible to reach the term of this alteration. He also 
knows that, in the succession theory, it is not proper to say that a form is 
intensified: each single form disappears as soon as it appears, since it is 
immediately replaced by a more intensified form, until the end of the 
change. Instead of an intensification of one and same form, one should 
therefore rather speak of a succession of different forms, though they 
differ only numerically and in intensity (not in nature or species). 



Hence Durand states that, in intensification, the agent successively 
actualizes not exactly new, more perfect, forms, but more accurately parts 
of the same total form which is finally acquired. But those parts are not 
amassed as in the addition theory. Each of them, being more perfect than 
the preceding one, 1 1 3 overcomes and replaces it. However, they are all 
partial regarding the final perfection of the form, the telos of this motion, 
of which they are successively approximating states. Durand tries to 
guarantee in this way the continuity of the motion, and the unity of the in
tensified form. It remains the same insofar as it is its own parts which are 
successively acquired. It is one, not by indivisibility, but by continuity of 
its parts. 1 1 4 That form has then exactly the transitory nature of any form in 
any movement: until rest is reached, it is a "flowing form" (forma 
fluens).115 In local motion, this accidental form is place (ubi): each point 
of the trajectory is successively covered, but the moving body never stays 
in one place except for that place where its motion terminates. It has left 
its terminus a quo, and is going to its terminus ad quern, passing through 
every intermediate state in between. In its turn, each intermediate state is 
a terminus a quo for the next step (which plays the role of a temporary 
terminus ad quern), so that the moving subject never stops in it, but is, as 
Aristotle said, passing over it. Thus, motion is divisible and yet continu
ous. Similarly, we find in intensification nothing other than a flow of just 
this sort, an unceasing passing away through new states, until an end is 
reached. This allows Durand to escape the objection based on the notions 
of infinity and discontinuity: transitory states are distinct only potentially 
(hence, there is no actual infinity), and they are not introduced via instan
taneous mutations. 1 1 6 

As Mauro concedes, Durand's view could explain all intensifications 
perfectly well if it could only explain how two contrary qualities act upon 
each other. 1 1 7 But here lies the weakness of his solution. Let us consider 
two contrary qualities, heat and coldness. Each of them acts on the other: 
at the same time that it reduces its contrary, its contrary reduces it. For 
instance, a very hot hand, A, and a very cold hand, B, come into contact. 
A reciprocal action takes place: hand A warms hand B, and hand Β cools 
hand A. This reciprocal action would be impossible, claims Mauro, if 
qualities were changed by succession of remitted or intensified forms, 
because this would imply a reciprocal causality of efficient causes, which 



would have a mutual priority of nature. The heat in hand A is the efficient 
cause reducing the cold in hand B. Suppose, with Durand, that this 
decrease is a production of a lesser cold replacing a greater cold. Then, the 
heat in hand A will be the cause of the lesser cold in hand B. But, 
inversely, the cold in hand Β will be the cause of the lesser heat in hand 
A. Therefore, they cause and transform each other in the same instant, and 
this is contradictory: the cause must precede its effect, since to act effi
ciently is to act by one's own existence, but here this existence would 
precisely depend on the thing on which it is supposed to act. 

For that reason, Mauro rejects Durand's solution, and adopts the 
theory of composition of parts, at least for qualities of the third species. 1 1 8 

But the case is different for augmentation of motions, figures and vital 
acts. There, acquired parts are not collected, but successively actualized. 
For instance, when we say that a motion accelerates, then in reality a 
faster motion succeeds a slower one, just as in an increasingly bent bow a 
more pronounced curve succeeds a less pronounced one. 1 1 9 We cannot 
ascertain ("mihi est imperceptibile") that the bow retains the previous 
curve it had, and only receives some new complement of curvature to 
make a greater one, in the same way as someone increases his fortune by 
adding 5 coins to the 100 coins that he already has and that he keeps. This 
augmentation is an addition; but a more pronounced curve is a new curve 
in comparison with the previous one. Similarly, an eye does not see more 
accurately the same object by keeping the preceding vision and adding a 
degree. Such a vital act is an "intentional motion" towards an object and 
its increasing is intensive; it does not imply quantity at all: it is perfective. 
This means that it elevates form precisely above matter and quantity, to a 
more perfect act. Thus a more precise vision is a new vision. Might we 
also say that an increase of desire is an addition of a part of the desire to 
preceding parts? The paradigm for a gradation in perfection cannot be 
quantitative, but strictly qualitative. 

These reflections on sensitive and mental acts are of considerable 
interest. Much later, Henri Bergson will address similar criticisms towards 
"psychophysics," which was an attempt to quantify this field. According 
to him, it is false to assert that a sensation augments in proportion to the 
action of its cause. In reality, the same sensation does not remain after 
being increased, but there is a succession of qualitatively different sensa
tions.120 



But, according to Mauro, what fits psychic or intentional motions 
also fits natural motions. This view, however, had already become 
untenable when he wrote. Galileo had already applied a sort of addition 
theory to uniformly accelerated motion: the increase of speed ("intensio 
velocitatis") is proportional to length of time ("fit juxta temporis exten-
sionem"), each new equal degree of speed ("momentum velocitatis") 
being added in each new equal part of time. 1 2 1 Moreover, when saying that 
it is not the same movement that is accelerated, but there is a succession 
of different faster movements, 1 2 2 Mauro seems unable to conceive the 
change of the same phenomenon, i.e., its continuity through the different 
values of a variable (velocity). Even if, following Durand, he alleges that 
intermediary states are not actually but only potentially separate, he still 
cannot save continuity. The problem is the same for his thesis concerning 
other qualities (of third species) which admit an intrinsic composition. 
There too, new parts of essence are unceasingly introduced without any 
interruption; and each of those parts must be considered as something real 
because of the reality of the action of the agent. But if so, we may ask how 
all these parts deliver the required continuity. On the one hand, if they are 
only potential, what is the consistency of the supposed reality of each of 
them? What will be, at each moment, the effect of the agent that is acting 
constantly? On the other hand, if they are actual, then some minimum has 
to exist, otherwise we would again have an infinite division; but then, how 
could the motion not be discrete, being compounded of a succession of 
minimal data, part by part? 

Conclusion 
Ancient thought, then, runs into a problem that modern physics will 

be able to solve only on a new basis and with new tools: how to create 
continuity from discontinuity? We know that Newton in the Principia in
troduces the concepts of resisting force and centripetal force as 
discontinuous forces. 1 2 3 He supposes that there is a unique instantaneous 
impulse at the beginning of each particle of time. But now he has to 
explain the continuity of forces, such as gravitation, which act without in
terruption. To this end he claims that one can take those parts of time to 
be as small as one wishes, i.e., infinitely small. With this claim, intervals 
converge to continuity. In other words, the solution requires an infinitesi
mal calculus, with the decision to consider as null the smallest differences, 



when passing to the limit. This appears still more clearly in further for
mulations employing the analytic method, as for instance when Varignon 
defines concepts of instantaneously accelerating force and velocity. In an 
accelerated motion, we may consider that, in an infinitely small part of 
time, an added quantity does not modify the former quantity (v + dv = v). 
Thus in each instant, velocity is taken to be uniform, although it is con
stantly increasing in regard to duration. It is as if the continuous motion 
consisted of an infinity of determinate states, so that we can tell at each 
instant what the velocity of a moving body is: it has a definite value. This 
allows us to escape the dilemma which confronted Aristotelian thought. 
Either it fixed actual intermediary states, in which case there was a suc
cession but no continuity or motion, or it considered intermediary states 
as transitory and potential, like places (ubi) in local motion, where the 
subject is fully actual in none of them. But if so, what about the actuality 
that whiteness must have as an effective determination of a body, which 
in each instant, as a derivative, is actually white in this or that degree? 
When Christian Wolff, in his Ontologia, re-examines the question of in
tensification and remission in the light of the modern theories, he avoids 
both difficulties.124 He considers intensive magnitudes as "quantities of 
qualities," compounded of degrees, capable of addition and subtraction. 
But these parts do not exist independently as separate entities: they are 
"imaginary." However, an "imaginary being" is not a chimera: it is a "sub
stitute" (vicarium) for real being which we may use in order to understand 
things more clearly, as mathematicians do. Like the infinitesimal differ
ences, these imaginary parts disappear in the end: they may be as numerous 
and as small as desired, and they are consistent with the unity and conti
nuity of motion, which permit the calculation of variation at each instant. 
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